Understanding the effect of size and shape of gold nanomaterials on nanometal surface energy transfer.
Gold Nanomaterials (GNMs) interact with fluorophores via electromagnetic coupling under excitation. In this particular work we carried out (to the best of our knowledge for the first time) a comprehensive study of systematic quenching of a blue emitter 2-Anthracene Sulfonate (2-AS) in the presence of gold nanoparticles of different size and shape. We synthesized gold nanomaterials of four different dimensions [nanoparticle (0D), nanorod (1D), nanotriangle (2D) and nanobipyramids (3D)] and realized the underlying effect on the emitting dipole in terms of steady and time resolved fluorescence. Nanometal Surface Energy Transfer (NSET) has already been proved to be the best long range spectroscopic ruler so far. Many attempts have been made to understand the interaction between a fluorescent molecule and gold nanomaterials. But not a single model can interpret alone the interaction phenomena. We have opted three different models to compare the experimental and theoretical data. Due to the presence of size dependent absorptivity and dielectric function, modified CPS-Kuhn model was proved to be the worthiest to comprehend variance of behavior of an emitting dipole in close proximity to nanometal surface by coupling with the image dipole of gold nanomaterials.